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Introduction

Japan, perhaps better known for its industrial and economic power, has also made significant contributions in the domain of popular culture. In recent times, there has been a burgeoning in the form of cultural exchanges between Japan and countries not only in the Asian region, but also globally in the form of adaptations of Japanese popular media for overseas consumption. Japanese popular cultural products have been transferred to different countries using different formats including television drama, film, anime, manga, computer games and music.

My essay examines the significance of the cross-cultural adaptations of popular Japanese media as a vehicle enabling the promotion of greater cultural tolerance, empathy and understanding between nations. In consideration of the ambivalent attitudes toward Japanese products in light of the history of the political hostility between Japan and neighbouring nations in the Asia-Pacific region, the significance of implications for cultural empathy and acceptance cannot be overstated. This inherent "power" in Japanese media adaptations to promote cultural understanding has attracted the attention of the Japanese government and international academic scholars, and has been termed "soft power." My paper will examine the significance of soft power in the context of its functions and uses in Japanese government policy and in its global consumption as popular entertainment. I will begin with a discussion of the background of the concept of soft power, followed by the identification of the recent burgeoning of Japanese cultural re-makes and adaptations of Japanese media texts. I discuss adaptation as a form of soft power by examining Hana Yori Dango, a paradigmatic example of media cultural adaptation and exchange, through the use of foregrounding analysis to 1) identify distinctive features ubiquitous across adaptations, and 2) identify culturally specific modifications to the adaptations. I conclude by submitting that the cultural exchange that occurs through Japanese media adaptation and consumption through a fantasy world of mediascapes enables the projection of a new reality where cultural hybridization facilitates the mitigation of cultural prejudice in society.

Soft Power

The term soft power was first used by Joseph S. Nye Jr., Dean of the Kennedy School of Government at Harvard University, who was an Assistant Secretary of Defence in the Clinton administration. Nye refers to "hard power" for military and economic power, and "soft power" for cultural exchanges with other countries. He also describes soft power as "the ability to get what you want through attraction rather than coercion or payments. It arises from the attractiveness of a country's culture, political ideas, and policies." My interpretation of soft power, in the substance of this essay, is at the micro level and focuses on the plethora of initiatives – be they commercial, artistic, regulatory or political – which combine to produce emerging macro soft power, in many cases knowingly and planned, but in many other cases unanticipated yet still contributing to soft power. Research by Ishii Kenichi, Iwabuchi Koichi and Hamano Yusuki, among others, have elucidated this trans-national soft power and its economic and cultural impacts. When Nye and Japanese officials speak of soft power they are talking about the ability of the attractiveness of Japanese values to get other countries to side with Japanese efforts in diplomatic and international relations. Until relatively recently, there has not been at the governmental level an active external promotion of the values in Japanese texts. There is, however, growing recognition, now evidenced in recent Japanese government initiatives on behalf of the national interest, of a need to become active in the dissemination of Japanese values and in recognising, where possible, their economic value. The inherent popularity of Japanese media products, pan-Asia and globally, is evidenced in the contribution to soft power of the numerous remakes and adaptations of Japanese media texts outside of Japan.

Japanese Popular Culture Texts

This essay focuses on what is arguably one of the strongest examples of the emergence of soft power which has led to Japanese government initiatives: the remake and adaptation of Japanese popular culture texts from their original manga (comic) form to their "osmosis" into other textual forms, especially in the East Asian region. The manga series Hana Yori Dango (Boys Over Flowers, 1992-2004) by Kamio Yoko is examined in terms of its adaptation from its original form into other media formats.
Originally, the first volume was released in manga format in 1992, and published in thirty-seven volumes over twelve years by Margaret Comics. It was re-made not only into several other media formats in Japan, but also adapted for audiences overseas, namely in Asia, as an animated television series broadcast by Asahi Television in 1996. It was then re-made as an anime film in 1997, by Toei Animation. Due to its popularity, it was re-made, yet again, into another television drama in Japan and broadcast by Tokyo Broadcasting Station in 2005.

A second series, Hana Yori Dango II, was re-made in 2007, and broadcast by TBS. In 2008, it was re-made as the film Hana Yori Dango: Final by Toei Studios. The original Hana Yori Dango, in the initial move from local to regional, was re-made into a Taiwanese television drama called Meteor Garden, using a Taiwanese cast for a Taiwanese audience and broadcast by the Chinese Television System in 2001. The Taiwanese version was broadcast in Japan in 2006.

Hana Yori Dango (Meteor Garden), Taiwanese Production

A Korean version of Hana Yori Dango was re-made using a Korean cast and broadcast by the Korean Broadcasting System in 2009. A Chinese version of the series was re-made and broadcast by Funan TV in 2009. Such re-making of popular culture texts into sequels and prequels across Asia reflects a creative, dynamic, and powerful force of the soft power phenomenon. With Hana Yori Dango and other iconic texts, what becomes apparent is the demonstrated capacity of these texts to cross-geographical boundaries, as well as to contribute, probably inadvertently, to the value of soft power from both the socio-cultural and economic aspects of the distribution chain. The granting of iconic status to a text is accorded, in the context of this essay, when that text has strong consumer appeal in its host country; and as a corollary, that its fundamental story content can cross international borders, be accepted, and have strong consumer appeal in the receptor countries. Hollywood has, and continues to have, many texts falling within this definition. The influence of this cycle of remaking and recycling can most clearly be seen in the soft power discussions that come to light when viewing the background and production history of Hana Yori Dango.

The Background: Towards Emerging Soft Power

Cultural trends of Japanese influence beyond Japan have manifested in three main stages of "Japonism." The first stage was the influence of Japanese art on the European artists of the 1860s. The second stage was manifested in the Western interest in Japanese cultural icons during the twentieth century. For example, such interest focused on the Japanese tea ceremony, Japanese flower arrangement, and Japanese gardens. The third stage saw media being transferred regionally and globally due to a burgeoning popularity of Japanese manga, anime, and its presentation in other formats, including film and television. In stage three, many examples of media texts were remade and reformatted.

Media can only become regional and global in a broadcasting environment that enables the transmitted content to move legitimately beyond national borders. Regional broadcasting, which was restricted in the 1980's in Japan, Korea, and Taiwan, now allows for the legitimate transfer of texts across national borders. The bans preventing the consumption of Japanese cultural products in such countries as Korea and in Taiwan have been softened in a process of gradually changing legislation. The Japanese government, as with other regional governments, has progressively made explicit its perspective on media transfers. The improvement in relations between Japan and Korea was facilitated under the presidency of Kim Dae-jung (1998-2003). He instigated four steps to open the Korean door for Japan, allowing the entry of Japanese popular culture into Korea in 1998, 1999, 2000, and 2003/4. The first step resulted in the adverse reaction of Korea's mass media industries, intellectuals, and academics that were hesitant to accept this new open door policy. Kim Dae-jung, who was progressive in terms of opening the door between Korea and Japan and increasingly enabling a cultural flow, saw this as the way to improve the understanding of Koreans of things Japanese, and conversely, for the understanding of the Japanese
of things Korean. In Taiwan, martial law was not lifted until 1987, and the new cable television law, legislated in 1993, enabled Japanese programming on Taiwanese broadcast channels. By 1997, there were five Japanese stations available on Taiwanese broadcast television.\(^6\)

There has been scholarly research in the field of remade and adapted texts conducted in the West, but Japanese scholarship in this area has been comparatively much smaller than that conducted by European and North American scholars; and there are few authentic Japanese sources relating specifically to television drama.\(^7\) Japan has been a significant contributor of primary media texts that have been a source for remaking, not only within Japan but also overseas. These texts that have not only been transformed and made successful in Japan, but have also migrated outside of Japan and been successful in pan-Asian markets and globally.\(^8\) Some of the leading examples of primary texts that have crossed geographical and cultural divides are: The Ring, Iron Chef, and The Lion King. The remaking licences for Japanese films such as Gojira (Godzilla), Akira, and Dragon Ball were granted to Hollywood.\(^9\) America purchased the remake license of The Ring for US$1,000,000.\(^10\) Iron Chef, a variety television program, which first aired in Japan from 1993 to 1999, was exported to the United States as Iron Chef America, and has continued its broadcast since 2005. Many adaptations of Japanese drama originated from manga created earlier in the twentieth century. The Lion King originated from Tezuka Osamu’s 1955 work Janguru Taitei (Jungle Emperor) and was remade into an anime film in 1977, while both the animated TV series and new Hollywood CGI film Astro Boy had their origins in Tetsuwan Atomu (1956). Other manga which has reappeared as adaptations include the first “shojo manga” (girls’ comic) Ribon no Kishi (Princess Knight) in 1958, and the “shonen manga” (boy’s comic) Wan Piisu (One Piece) in 2009. Hana Yori Dango, one of the most iconic Japanese TV dramas, also originated from manga.

Hana Yori Dango (Boys Over Flowers), Korean Production

Media popular culture has played a significant role in Japan and across Asia in the twentieth and twenty-first centuries, and has contributed to globalization as well as regional localization. An increasing number of re-made products have been pan-Asianally transferred. Five hundred and fifty five Japanese TV dramas were broadcast in Japan in the 1990’s, and many have been broadcast overseas.\(^11\) Japanese manga have been re-created into TV dramas; TV dramas have been re-made into films; films have been novelized into books; and books have been remade into other media forms driving regional soft power. The aggregation of media outputs has in turn created “media capitals.” For example, Tokyo in Asia, along with other Asian media cities, contributes to their respective national economies.\(^12\) For example, manga is a distinctive Japanese textual form and its production is progressively centered in Tokyo. The city acts as a magnet for retaining an existing creative pool, as well as drawing in prospective stakeholders; thus creating a critical mass of talent and production resources. The commercial outcomes initiated within Japan then become regionalized or internationalized, and add to Japanese soft power. Hana Yori Dango being a prime example of this process.
The Japanese parliament strategically, if only recently, recognises the importance of cultural transfers. To quote from the policy speech made by former Prime Minister Shinzo Abe to the 166th Session of the Diet on January 26, 2007:

As part of [the Asia Gateway initiative], we will also formulate the Japanese Cultural Industry Strategy, which will enhance the competitiveness of areas that represent the good traits and uniqueness of Japan, such as animated film, music and Japanese food, and present them to the world. This claim to competitiveness is illustrated by the fact that sixty percent of the global production of anime and manga is Japanese.\(^{13}\)

The appreciation of the value of cultural transfers beyond mere economics is now acknowledged, certainly by international students from Korea, Taiwan, and Japan studying at the University of Sydney, and amplified through audience analysis findings discussed later in this essay. These cultural transfers are contributing to an emerging integration of cultural elements in the region, in effect, cultural hybridization. Joseph Straubhaar defines hybridization as when “new elements from outside a culture, whether from gradual contact or major threshold change, tend to be adapted to local culture over time.”\(^ {14}\) Iwabuchi emphasizes the Japanese transnational cultural power of “Japanisation” as a shift in cultural orientation where interactive cultural flows and an intensity of reciprocal media industries exchange from Japan to Asia and from Asia to Japan.\(^ {15}\)

These elements and trends are very important, not only for Japan but also in the region. The reference to cultural hybridization is a recognition of both the multilateral flow and a scholarly appreciation of textual changes within the cultural flows. Texts cross cultural boundaries, and the cultural frames of the senders and receivers influence the understanding and appreciation of the content. Geographic proximity does not necessarily equate with cultural proximity, and if the texts, in whatever format, have an opportunity for commercial success, the content and form of the texts as they cross national borders has to be revised in consideration of the receiving audience’s cultural frame. If the content does not reasonably align with the expectations of the receiver, then the audience acceptance is shown to be minimal. The cultural implications are propounded by Edward T. Hall in the chart below, which illustrates the migration of texts’ “cultural ring road” and the interrelated transfer of content.\(^ {16}\)
Media texts can also have a significant impact on culture. The popularity of *Hana Yori Dango* in the 1990's led to identifiable manifestations of fandom. In fashion, there was a proliferation of the "Chapatsu" (dyed blonde hair) modeled after the hairstyles of characters in the series. An increased undertaking of overseas studies in the United States and Europe was seen to confer a sense of status, and "J-Pop" singers such as the pop group Arashi rose to cult status after significant exposure through the series. Arashi also gained popularity in East Asia. "Purikura" (photo stickers), "kogyaru" (girls emulating stars), "atsuzoko boom" (platform shoes), and "cosplay Maid" (French maid costumes) all became elements of the fan culture.

**Triangulation Analysis of the Manga of *Hana Yori Dango***

The *Hana Yori Dango* manga, a popular culture text, is a romantic comedy in the genre of "shojo" (girls) manga by Kamio Yoko, and its appealing content was the basis for remakes in other media formats. In my opinion, it is the core story that creates not only the local but also the regional or international appeal. This regional or international appeal then translates into Japanese soft power and elevates the status of Japan in the receptor regions. Foregrounding, the essence of the story, is the driver for this development. The following is my synopsis of the *Hana Yori Dango* manga as a precursor to analysis of the text.
influential families in Tokyo. In the beginning, Domyoji, the school gang leader, whose billionaire mother shares and runs an international business venture in New York, hates Tsukushi for no reason and takes every opportunity to bully and play tricks on her. Over the course of many incidents, Tsukushi comes to understand the reason behind Domyoji’s arrogance and violence. Eventually, Tsukushi gains Domyoji’s respect, and he subsequently falls in love with her. Domyoji and Tsukushi eventually begin a romantic relationship together.

Let me now turn to the 1) foregrounding, 2) text, and 3) audience analyses of Hana Yori Dango. This triangulated analysis was adopted to determine the underlying dynamics of the “message”: the textual content and the audience reception of the television drama productions. This study includes an analysis of thirty-seven volumes of the original Japanese manga of Hana Yori Dango, eighteen episodes of the Japanese TV drama series adaptation, twenty-five episodes of the Korean drama series remake, and twenty-four episodes of the Taiwanese drama series remake. If the outcome of the analysis demonstrates that the text chosen for analysis has indeed migrated regionally with commercial success, then some of the ingredients of soft power have been fulfilled. A multiplier effect occurs with texts in other genres such as J-horror (Japanese horror films), which are particularly popular in Hollywood remake productions.

1. Foregrounding analysis

In examining remakes of Hana Yori Dango across Japan, Korea, and Taiwan, the aim of the analysis was to confirm whether the foregrounding in the original manga text had been transferred into the television drama content. Two questions were considered in the analysis to establish if specific content characteristics could be seen to account for its popularity in Japan and subsequently pan-Asia:

a) What are the salient constituent elements characterising the original manga of Hana Yori Dango?

b) Are the original elements retained in the remade versions of the original manga?

These questions aim to identify salient features of the original and adaptations, and identify any presence of subtle, culturally specific, modifications aimed to suit the audience and make the adaptation more accessible.

In addressing the above questions, the linguistic technique of “foregrounding” has been used. Foregrounding has been described by Mark Halliday as “achieved by linguistic devices in the foreground text standing out... highlighted or prominent in the body of the text.” Ruqaiya Hassan states, “the concept basic to foregrounding is that of contrast,” since “foregrounding becomes noticeable because of its consistency, and foregrounding would be impossible without the existence of a consistent background.” Chart 2 below identifies the salient, distinctive characteristics within this analysis of Hana Yori Dango considered in the two foregrounding questions.
### Foregrounding: Identification of Distinctive Thematic Elements of Various Versions Hana Yori Dango Chart

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Original Language</th>
<th>English Translation</th>
<th>Thematic Elements</th>
<th>Thematic Elements</th>
<th>Thematic Elements</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>勇気 Yuuki</td>
<td>Courage</td>
<td>Stand up</td>
<td>Friendship</td>
<td>Retained</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>友情・勇気</td>
<td>Friendship, Stand up</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yuuki no motte taichinukau</td>
<td>Everybody has their struggles and lives their life.</td>
<td>Overcoming adversity in life</td>
<td>Retained</td>
<td>Retained</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ロマンス Romanse</td>
<td>Romance</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>いろいろ努めているいて いるんだなIno minna ganbatte ikite inanda na</td>
<td>To admire (their) weed-like vitality. (strong vitality)</td>
<td>Strong vitality and positive aspiration</td>
<td>Partially retained</td>
<td>Retained</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>青春パワーにあこがれる。Zassou pawa ni akogareru</td>
<td>I trampled on Donyoji's feelings. I must apologize.</td>
<td>Cruelty countered by compassion</td>
<td>Partially retained</td>
<td>Partially retained</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>人を傷つけたくない</td>
<td>Not wanting to hurt someone's feelings.</td>
<td>Be kind, consider the other persons feelings</td>
<td>Partially retained</td>
<td>Retained</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>恋愛表現 ren'ai kanjo</td>
<td>Expression of love</td>
<td>Moderate</td>
<td>Retained Assertive</td>
<td>Retained assertive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>人間で言うものは弱いNingen de iu mono wa yowai</td>
<td>People are weak (by nature).</td>
<td>Inherent vulnerability</td>
<td>Partially retained Superficially strong</td>
<td>Partially retained Superficially strong</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>何かあったとき誰かが傍らにいないときだめになるNanika ga atta toki Dareka ga soba ni inai to dama ni raru</td>
<td>Unless someone is beside them, they break down when something happens.</td>
<td>Supportive Friendship</td>
<td>Retained</td>
<td>Retained</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>後ろ盾がなにもなくても前向きに生きている理想の女性Ushirotode ga raikutemo maemmuki Ni kiri ni risou no onna</td>
<td>An ideal woman who lives with a positive attitude, even though she has no backing/connections.</td>
<td>Girl with positive aspiration from humble beginnings</td>
<td>Retained</td>
<td>Retained</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

These "foregrounded" elements are identified and summarised as consisting of: friendship, courage, overcoming adversity, romance, kindness, aspiration and vitality. There are many shared elements across the various adaptations and the fact that these particular thematic elements of the storyline have been retained across the range of television drama presentations arguably reflects cultural proximity in that they have not been subject to cultural modification in adapted versions, as have certain other features discussed below. Chart 3 on the other hand reflects the culturally specific modifications that have been made to Japanese idiomatic expressions.

### 2. Text analysis

The text analysis isolates six headings: cultural expressions, societal positioning and lifestyle, locations, youth culture, foreign language inclusion, and humour. Chart 3 is a small sample taken from the heading of cultural expressions. Words have different meanings and emphases within definable cultural groupings, and when texts move into different cultures and different languages, their interpretation
can be very subjective and highlight differences in perspective. Consensus of meaning even within the closest family group may not be assured. Perceived humour or pathos in one culture may have a very different interpretation in another culture. Chart 3 is a small representation of Japanese words and phrases which have cultural implications translated into English explanations. These cultural expressions have not been transferred into the Taiwanese and Korean TV drama productions. Iwabuchi refers to the lack of a "Japanese odor" where the storylines may be simple and transportable (odourless), though the cultural expressions within the Japanese manga are invariably specific to Japan. Further study will determine if the essence of the expressions are portable.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Japanese text</th>
<th>Translation to English</th>
<th>Implication in cultural context</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 名門校入試に勝てば、若しくはいよいよ
梅小路に貞吉かおる
| Going to an exclusive school is like
catching a bream in a school of
tiny fish. |
|ream versus mundane (moresque). Cultural “pecking order”
Ream perceived as being superior to mundane. |
| F4男がかりは花びらの形が見えすぎる
F4の花びらが見えない |
| F4 (The Group of Four/Flowers Four) looks
good on surface but inside they're
dirtier than a cesspool. |
| Kowaisuki is a form of sewage
suggesting that superiority is only on the
surface level. |
| づま娘妹も散々考えてポリポリ
ズマ娘妹も散々考えてポリポリ |
| Look at your bloody self. That
serves you right! A wordplay with
misog (I look at) and miso (fermented beans)
with the addition of the noise of eating
pickled radish. |
| Just because you think you are superior
does not mean that you do not have
normal human characteristics which are
not generally appreciated in a “polite”
society. |
| 私は無印良品
Watashi wa majirushi
| I am an anonymous good girl. Majirushi
(meaning) girls in good products is a
chain of shops that offer a range of low
cost but good products. |
| Because I do not have a brand name
does not mean I am low quality. |
| 雲泥の差
Undei no sa |
| As different as chalk and
cheese (literally the difference between
clouds and snow). |
| Idiomatic expression. |
| 見えはみだるな目
Bijutsu mitsusari me |
| Eyes like glass muskrats. |
| Bihada is a glass marble
used by children for play. Beautiful
eyes. |
| 皇太子と猶子様に次ぐニュース
Kotaishi to masako-sama ni tugu
nyarusu |
| Big news that is second only to that of
Princess Masako and Prince Naruhiko. |
| In the hierarchical society any news,
irrespective of the importance, is
second only to the Japanese royal family. |
| 落ち葉はよろしくnome
Ochitsuki no ren me
| Yes, a whimsy/idiocy woman! |
| Ending “me” denotes putting
down women. |
| 火事とけんかは江戸の花で
Kaji to kenka wa
Edo no hana de |
| Fire and fight are the souls/essence of
Edo. |
| The Edo Period (1603-1867) was an era
in Japanese history when the culture
was aggressive. |
| 篝燈人情で生きてる男おひなえます
Girl to ninjo de kiteru
otoko ohinae te
| I am a man living for duty and love/for
social obligations and human feelings.
Let me introduce myself, in short,
“Please hold back.” |
| Language used in the Edo period. Being
polite and extending courtesy. |
| おうか司ぶちょろ العبして来て
Oh uka chiburu
| Hey, Tsukasa, stop that silly face
and come (with me). |
| In the current vernacular, “lighten up,” |
| 天保家は江戸時代からつづく名門家
天保家は江戸時代からつづく名門家
| Amakusa's family is a prestigious family
during the Edo Period.
It's as if they are the "royal"
people whose stories have been
popularized by a TV series. |
| As if they are superior in every way just
because the family has station. |
| 良妻賢母
Dame |
| A good wife and wise mother.
Flower arrangement.
Tea ceremony.
Manners and etiquette. |
| Terminology: come about during the
Meiji period (1868-1912). The ideal
image of women's status. |
| 茶道
Chado |
| The world of tea ceremony is...
“meeting only once in a lifetime.”
(Treasure every encounter, for it will never
recur.) |
| It was just “a once in a lifetime
opportunity.” Seize the moment. |
The cultural implications of the selected phrases are documented in the second column. Eighty-one cultural elements that contain many Japanese cultural nuances and expressions were identified, amongst which sixteen representations have been selected. As can be seen, the references, idioms, and metaphors are culturally specific. This highlights one of the issues of adaptation for different cultural audiences: the remaking of original cultural texts, modified to suit the audience, necessitates that in translation and adaptation the cultural meanings may be lost or hybridised, thus taking on new forms. The Taiwanese television drama version of the *Hana Yori Dango* manga was renamed *Meteor Garden*.

This production retained the overall structure and the "skeleton" of the storyline of the original manga. Portions of the original storyline and elements were not used in the episodes. The original manga was set in a high school, whereas the Taiwanese version has older characters moved into a university setting. Interestingly, one of the defining characteristics of the Japanese production, its setting in an exaggerated upper-class fantasy environment including well-known and iconic local and international locations, was changed to a setting nearer to everyday reality. In this sense, the content of the Taiwanese television drama appears to displace the main message of the Japanese version, which is aspiration for a "better" life. The "iconic luxury" elements of the story, perhaps more than extravagant for the majority of the audience, were missing from the Taiwanese version, and the fantasy element of the original manga thus discarded. The repositioning of the drama from a fantasy to a completely different and more mundane perspective in content and location was a somewhat surprising contrast to my research preconceptions. The bullying scenes were more overt in the Taiwanese drama than those depicted in the Japanese manga, the body language and expressions of characters more severe, and there was a greater focus on the love story.

The pace of the television drama develops more quickly than would be anticipated when compared with the manga text and the Japanese television production. Japanese cultural expressions were replaced in the remake. For example, an authentic Japanese "dango" (sticky rice sweets) shop is replaced by a cake shop. The substitution of the fantasy by a local reality is an interesting cultural differentiation.

The Korean television drama version places emphasis upon the love story, relationships, fashion, and parties. Settings are extraordinarily luxurious and the musicforegrounds and romanticises the scenes. In the musical score of the Japanese television drama production, only a solo violin is featured. In the Korean version, violin, guitar, piano, harp, orchestra and love songs are featured. The emphasis on bullying, as in the Taiwanese production, was more overt than the original manga and portrayed in a Korean context. Japanese cultural implications and expressions were discarded. Localisation was clearly in evidence through the production to sustain the relationship of accessibility between the audience and the text. The main "shojo" (young girl) character was portrayed as more dominantly strong-willed and assertive than her Japanese counterpart. Overall, the Japanese cultural elements were displaced by Korean elements that a Korean audience would be sympathetic towards. For example, the Japanese tea ceremony house was replaced by a Korean pottery shop. In terms of the luxury setting, the Korean production is close to the original manga, retaining and even reinforcing the fantasy content. The productions, broadly speaking, were similar and the location of the drama was changed from Japan to Korea.

It is interesting to compare the Taiwanese and Korean productions of *Hana Yori Dango* with attitudes and opinions expressed by a focus group of Sydney University students and contemporaries, which met in 2009, and were comprised of natives of Taiwan, Korea, and Japan. The Korean and Taiwanese focus group members wanted to know more about Japanese culture and were very interested in what was happening among Japanese youth. In an interview, which I conducted with the President of the Taiwanese Youth Society of Australia, he observed that Taiwan has adapted, and still now adapts, Japanese popular culture. The Korean group said that young Koreans, particularly in high school, copy Japanese culture, whether it is good or bad, such as the negativity of "ijime," or bullying.

*Hana Yori Dango* has certainly added to the fan culture in East Asia and its acceptance, in some cases even with substantive repositioning, has illustrated elements of commonality of regional values in the regional acceptance of its content. Not only the story, but also other factors are seen to represent "Japaneseness" and are attractive to youth across Asia. If the essence of what is attractive to pan-Asian youth and beyond can be distilled, it is in the Japanese imagination, which makes the superficially impossible possible and realises dreams often buried in the human psyche, converting them to conscious realities. The international appeal of Japanese manga and its remaking perhaps confirms this opinion.

### 3. Audience Analysis: Japanese Reception of *Hana Yori Dango*

As a precursor to the formal audience analysis, various Japanese "blogs" relating to *Hana Yori Dango* were collated and are illustrated in Chart 4.

**Chart 4: Audience analysis**
The data was collected by accessing the TBS Blog between August 31 and September 1, 2007. The predominant age group expressing their thoughts and views on *Hana Yori Dango* via the internet were those in the age range of ten to fourteen years old. The number of samples declines steadily from this age group to the oldest age group, with the contributors between the ages of twenty to twenty-four years old being slightly under represented as compared to their expected numbers. Gender was heavily weighted to females: of the 429 bloggers, only three were male. The Internet may be a challenge for some, but the blog in the eighty to eighty-nine years age group was inspirational. This substantive variation in interest and preparedness to publish views is worthy of more analysis. Superficially, one can assume that *Hana Yori Dango* is interesting to the female segment of ten to thirty-nine year olds.

Texts without an audience may be seen to have no attributed meaning. The content values are dependent on perception. The study has included audience analysis to determine the factors that engage (if at all) the prospective audience in the text.

**Focus Group in Australia**

This analysis utilised the benefits of the Australian multi-cultural university environment to interview international students from Japan, Korea, and Taiwan in a common location away from their home countries. The research method applied for *Hana Yori Dango* took the form of sampling with a seven-part survey form and ensuing focus group discussions. The focus group interviews were conducted in Sydney on June 9, 2009, and June 13, 2009.

In order to understand the audience reaction, audience discourse was attempted from two perspectives: both texts and cultures were compared to ascertain how the audience interpreted the essence of the original text, which elements that appealed to them, and what elements were shared or differed in terms of cultural proximity. Jason Sternberg states that, "The interview with these groups was used in order to develop 'tertiary audience texts' containing discourses that could be used to examine the ways in which fans communicated with others." Group discussions rather than individual discussions were used following the method of Peter Lunt and Sonia Livingstone involving "collecting a group, or more often, a series of groups of people together to discuss an issue in the presence of a moderator." Focus groups are effective for "speeding up sampling for one to one interview." The method was used as an addendum to the questionnaire to support validity, reliability and control group interviews. The focus groups were given the questions forty-five minutes before the focus group interview and allowed to take preliminary notes. The interview respondents were then taken to recording studio 103 in the Multimedia Centre at the University of Sydney. The interview was conducted over approximately forty-five minutes and respondents discussed freely in response to questions. The focus group interview questions were subdivided into sections relating to: A) Program related questions, B) Text related questions, C) Cultural viewpoint questions, D) Viewing format, E) Government policy, and F) Representations of Japan.

This research was conducted with three groups of Japanese native speakers (3 male, 3 female), Korean native speakers (0 male, 4 female), and Taiwanese native speakers (5 male, 5 female). Their ages ranged from nineteen to twenty-four years old and the volunteer respondents were a mixture of undergraduate and post-graduate students at the University of Sydney. The Japanese group is currently taking both the undergraduate course in Japanese Media Culture and the post-graduate course in Asian Popular Culture, and the Korean group is enrolled in the undergraduate course in Japanese Media Culture. The Taiwanese group is comprised of students from the Taiwanese Student Youth Society at the University of Sydney, as well as Taiwanese students from the undergraduate course in Japanese Media Culture.

It has been suggested by research that the ideal number for focus groups is no fewer than six and no more than ten participants. As suggested by Jason Sternberg, in order to set up and create a friendly atmosphere, two participants from my educational network were placed in each group and asked to bring their friends or acquaintances so that the participants would know each other before the interviews, feel relaxed, and talk freely within the limited time of interviews: "The members of each group came from the same
population, were well known to and interacted well with each other, and the interviews were conducted in an environment familiar to the group. Some interview principles and conditions followed Sternberg's ideas of the effective interview process, namely that participation in this group interview was voluntary and subjects were free to partially and fully withdraw from the study at any time.

As a snapshot, some comments have been extracted from the interviews, which reflect some Korean perceptions of the Japanese media in the context of cultural mobility, interrelations between Japan and Korea, and the role of technology in facilitating cultural proximity and understanding between the countries. These comments reflect awareness of the political implications of media cultural exchange through adaptation of popular texts as well as their observations of cultural distinctness. Some student comments from the nineteen to twenty-four age groups (Korean, Taiwanese and Japanese) include:

Fan A: "Japanese type of humour is kind of different from Korean."

Fan B: "I watched a lot of Japanese dramas."

Fan C: "[The] Japanese anime version was definitely more serious. Humour really makes it. There is a big contrast. Korean sticks to more serious, dramatic, romantic. They love to create tension between characters concerning romance."

Fan D: "I remember reading comic books from an early age. Have an older brother. Japanese illegally translated. I think it was just the natural step. Keeping up with the globalisation. We can't just discriminate against one particular nation because of the local history."

Fan E: "I think Korea's still quite closed in some sense. Because the government relied upon public opinions [sic]. Korea is swayed by that. Older generations hold power politically. If they are against it, Korea is still closed and can't change much. Younger generations don't care as much; carefree about it and just goes with older generation."

Fan F: "New technology provided other means."

Fan G: "Technology in Asian countries is ahead globally speaking. Technology is something everyone needs and enjoys and that opens up new doors."

These comments highlight some of the issues facing Japanese, Korean, and Taiwanese audiences in the consumption of Japanese media products and their remake counterparts. The replies to the survey question "What aspects of Japan are conveyed through Japanese media products?" illustrate that, first, the Japanese group valued cute culture, anime, technology, pop culture and manga; second, the Taiwanese group valued pop culture, Japanese culture, cultural exchange, social issues, and Japanese film; and third, the Korean group valued pop culture, anime, manga, beauty culture and Japanese culture including the tea ceremony. The responses suggest the willingness and openness of youth across the three cultures to embrace change and move on from historical prejudices and an identification of distinctive cultural characteristics where both Taiwanese and Korean students (potentially the leaders of the future) valued Japanese culture and media products.

The previous governmental legislation in Korea prohibiting and regulating the import of Japanese media, juxtaposed with the illegal consumption of Japanese media by Korean fans, was reflective of the ambivalent attitudes toward Japanese products resulting from Japanese colonisation of Korea from 1910 to 1945. Yet in the past decades, the great popularity of Japanese media, reflected in the burgeoning pan-Asian remaking of Japanese media, has facilitated cultural mobility, which in turn has significant implications for future empathy between East Asian nations. Technological advances, for example, the production and distribution of compact discs, memory sticks, satellite broadcasting, computers, television, the internet's ability to enable the easy transfer of texts, and an appreciation of Japanese cultural items riding over historical antipathies, are all particularly evident in the younger generations as illustrated in the student comments above. The Japanese government has recognised in the global popularity of Japanese media products such as Hana Yori Dango, among other anime and manga media products, a form or element within soft power concurrent to economic power in the transfer of these products.

**Conclusions**

At this time, regional soft power in the form of media transfers of popular culture is active in Japan, Korea, and Taiwan, and texts move freely across national borders. Hana Yori Dango is a classic example of these transfers from its origin as a manga into anime, film, and television drama formats with regional productions localised but retaining the core values of the original text. The predominately positive reception of Japanese media transfers by the incoming and upwardly mobile younger generations can be seen as contributing to an improvement in regional political relations and thereby more cultural transfers and better mutual understanding.

Fandom has several manifestations that propagate and consolidate the enjoyment of popular culture media products. The adoring audiences create new societies in both local and regional contexts as communication and ideas flow to and fro across geographical boundaries and contribute towards a hybrid group where a variety of ideas, thoughts, and feelings meet in cohesion with many shared human qualities deriving from fundamental commonalities and new stimuli. The fantasy world of mediascapes in effect moves the audience towards a new reality where barriers progressively dissolve and hybridization facilitates the mitigation of cultural prejudice in society. Commonality can be shared and mutually enjoyed, and audiences create a new culture and world where they communicate through media products such as Hana Yori Dango and other forms of remaking towards a new cultural reception. The regional success of Hana Yori Dango and the regional and international success of other manga together with texts in other genres certainly confirm the relevance and importance of soft power enunciated by Joseph S. Nye within the qualification of this essay's definition and in the
emerging global village.
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